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1.A prospect is concerned about the suitability and design of using Nutanix for an upcoming Avaya IP
Office migration.
Which type of document should the SE provide?
A. Best Practice Guide
B. Reference Architecture
C. Filed Advisory
D. Knowledge Base Article
Answer: B
2.ABC Corp currently has 50 VMs currently running in production and is interested in sizing a DR cluster.
The RTO is 4 hours and the RPO is 2 hours.
Each VM has 100GB of data, with a 5% daily change rate .for retention the customer wants to keep 2
weeks of snaps on the DR cluster.
What is the minimum amount of storage capacity for the remote cluster to meet the customer's data
retention?
A. 6TB to 7TB
B. 8TB to 9TB
C. 10TB to 11TB
D. 14TB to 15T
Answer: B
3.Refer to the exhibit.
Based on the Sizing scenario, what level of resiliency can be inferred about the configuration?
A. RF3
B. N+1
C. N+0
D. N+2
Answer: C
4.During a meeting with a prospect a storage administrator comments that they're currently using 16Gb
Fibre Channel for their SAN and believes that 10Gb Ethernet can't provide adequate bandwidth or low
latency.
As a followup to the meeting, which Nutanix Bible section would be most helpful in overcoming the storage
administrator's objection?
A. Data locality
B. Storage Tiering and Prioritization
C. Cluster Components
D. Drive Breakdown
E. Do you have any infrastructure refreshes planned for this year?
Answer: A
5.A customer has deployed Nutanix with Esxi for VDI workloads and is considering Nutanix for a major
server virtualization project. The customer is running z/Virtual Machine today for a mission critical workload
and would like to consider Nutanix as a potential platform.
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Which reason would currently disqualify this prospect as an opportunity?
A. Accurate sizing information is not available
B. Nutanix does not support z/OS or z/VM
C. There is no assurance of project progression yet.
D. New hardware will be announced next quarter.
Answer: A
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